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Monte Carlo simulation of proteins through a random walk in energy space
Nitin Rathore and Juan J. de Pabloa)

Department of Chemical Engineering, University of Wisconsin–Madison, Madison, Wisconsin 53706

~Received 5 November 2001; accepted 29 January 2002!

A Monte Carlo algorithm that performs a random walk in energy space has been used to study
random coil–helix and random coil–beta sheet transitions in model proteins. This method permits
estimation of the density of states of a protein via a random walk on the energy surface, thereby
allowing the system to escape from local free-energy minima with relative ease. A cubic lattice
model and a knowledge based force field are employed for these simulations. It is shown that, for
a given amino acid sequence, the method is able to fold long polypeptides reproducibly. Its results
compare favorably with those of annealing and parallel tempering simulations, which have been
used before in the same context. This method is used to examine the effect of amino acid sequence
and chain length on the folding of several designer polypeptides. ©2002 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1463059#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The protein folding problem has challenged research
for several decades. Today, as the genomic puzzle is b
elucidated, scientists are gradually turning their attention
proteomics, in the hope of predicting the structure and fu
tion of proteins from knowledge of their sequence. Pred
ing a protein’s three-dimensional structure, exploring its
ergy landscape, understanding the kinetics of the fold
process and computing its thermodynamic properties are
problems of current interest.

In recent years, considerable progress has been achi
in our understanding of protein folding. The energy lan
scape theory has provided a theoretical framework in wh
to work; important insights into the stability and dynamics
complex systems have emerged from that formalism~as re-
cently reviewed in Ref. 1!. The energy landscape approa
has led to a renewed interest in determining the precise
ture of a protein’s energy surface, as well as, that of tra
tions between different basins of that surface. For a prot
that landscape is now believed to consist of a multitude
local minima separated by high energy barriers.

Given the complexity of proteins, molecular simulatio
have been used extensively to examine their structure
function.1 Unfortunately, conventional canonical molecul
dynamics and Monte Carlo simulations are ill-suited
sample their energy landscape; with few exceptions, sim
tions have only been able to provide partial answers to
questions that arise in the study of proteins.

Several advanced techniques have been proposed i
tempts to improve the simulation of protein and polym
structure. Some of the more recent methods have relied
the idea of generalized ensembles such as multicanonica
sembles and simulated tempering.2–8 Multicanonical meth-
ods are particularly attractive in that they rely on the idea
artificially eliminating the energy barriers, thereby circum
venting some of the problems associated with traditio

a!Electronic mail: depablo@engr.wisc.edu
7220021-9606/2002/116(16)/7225/6/$19.00
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sampling techniques~e.g., trapping in local free energ
minima!. Furthermore, they also permit efficient calculatio
of thermodynamic quantities with high accuracy. These te
niques, however, have the disadvantage of being comp
tionally demanding and tedious. They require an iterat
calculation of weight factors which are not knowna priori.
And, while algorithms to compute multicanonical weig
factors have continually been modified,9–10significant efforts
must still be devoted to their calculation.

In this work, a Monte Carlo method proposed by Wa
and Landau11 is implemented for the study of protein fold
ing. Its results are compared to those of simulated annea
and parallel tempering calculations. Like other multicano
cal algorithms, this method seeks to overcome the proble
associated with local free energy barriers. However, in t
method temperature plays no role in the sampling and a
rect estimate of the density of states is generated in a
consistent manner.

Without loss of generality, a lattice model is used in th
work to represent proteins. The model is sufficiently simp
to permit efficient calculations~needed for precise characte
ization of the thermodynamics of the folding process! and it
is sufficiently detailed to capture many of the physical int
actions that give rise to complex three-dimensional structu
comprisinga-helices andb-sheets.

II. METHODS

A. Model

The lattice model employed here is based on the s
chain-only ~SICHO! model by Kolinski et al.12–15 Each
amino acid is represented by the centroid of its side chai
protein is modeled as a chain connecting these virtual p
ticles on a cubic lattice, with the lattice spacing correspo
ing to 1.45 Å in real proteins. The chain vectors represent
virtual bonds between interaction centers are of varia
length, ranging from 91/2 to 301/2 lattice units. The model is
reminiscent of the bond-fluctuation model,16 but has a higher
coordination number; there are in all 646 possible bond v
5 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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tors. A hard-core excluded volume cluster, consisting of
lattice points~see Fig. 1!, is associated with each interactio
site or amino acid. These 19 points are the center, six nea
neighbors at a unit distance from the center, and 12 sec
nearest neighbors at a distance 21/2 from the center. To de-
scribe bulkier residues, this hard core interaction is sup
mented by a soft repulsive sphere having a radius wh
magnitude depends on the two amino acids involved in p
wise interactions.

The knowledge-based force field proposed by Kolin
et al.12,14,15 includes a chain stiffness potential, a second
structure bias, short-range interactions, hydrogen-bond in
actions, and long-range interactions. The parameters des
ing these interactions were originally derived by analyz
several geometric characteristics of known protein structu
which were then translated into a lattice discretized for
Different values are reported for the prefactors of these
ferent energy components in the two citations~e.g., coeffi-
cient of Ehbond is 1.25 in Ref. 12, whereas it is 0.875 in Re
14, similarly the prefactors forEshort rangediffer in the two
references!. In this work, we therefore chose to adjust the
prefactors on the basis of our own structure prediction res
for small globular proteins.

The effective potential energy function used in our sim
lations has the form

Etotal5Estiff1Estruct1Emap11.25Ehbond10.5Eshortrange

11.25Elongrange, ~1!

whereEstiff is the chain stiffness energy,Estruct andEmap rep-
resent the secondary structure bias,Ehbonddenotes the energ
of the hydrogen bond network, andEshortrangeand Elongrange

are the short-range and long-range contributions to the
ergy, respectively. Details of the calculation of the vario
energy components and the necessary parameters ca
found in Refs. 14 and 15.

FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of the protein chain representation. The s
small circles correspond to the lattice points occupied by an amino acid
transparent circles represents amino acids, the solid lines represent th
tual bonds connecting these amino acids, and the grid represents the l
Downloaded 06 Mar 2007 to 128.104.198.190. Redistribution subject to A
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Three artificial polypeptide sequences of varying leng
are considered in this work. The first two sequences, S
and SeqB, were used by Ilkowskiet al.12 in the original de-
velopment of the lattice model employed here. The third
quence, SeqC or polyalanine, was used in the literature
the study of the helix–coil transition using a multicanonic
algorithm.7 These three sequences can be written as

~1! SeqA:~–Ala–Leu–Ser–Ser–Ala–Ala–Ser– )n ,
~2! SeqB:~–Val–Ser– )n ,
~3! SeqC:~–Ala–!n.

As discussed in Ref. 13, SeqA has the characteristic
a helical structure; a repeat period of 7-residues, with w
defined hydrophobic~alanine and leucine! and polar~serine!
residues. Alanine and serine are often found in the hel
fragments of proteins. SeqC, too, is therefore expected
form a helix. On the other hand, valine and threonine re
dues often appear in beta sheets; SeqB is therefore use
studyb-sheet structures. The values of chain lengthn, con-
sidered in this work range from 10 to 56.

B. Simulation method

Three types of Monte Carlo methods are considered
this work: simulated annealing, parallel tempering, and
Monte Carlo method proposed by Wang and Landau.11 In
simulated annealing, conventional, canonical-ensem
simulations are started at a high temperature, from a tot
random initial configuration. The system is then gradua
cooled in steps, allowing it to equilibrate at each tempe
ture. The final structure obtained at the lowest temperatur
assumed to be the stable, folded conformation of the prot

In parallel tempering,N noninteracting copies or replica
of the protein molecule are simulated inN boxes, each at a
different temperature. In addition to the standard Mon
Carlo moves in each box, the conformations in different re
licas are swapped at regular intervals. Trial swaps are
cepted with probability

Pacc5min@1,exp~Db i j DEi j !#, ~2!

whereDEi j is the difference in energy between conform
tions in boxesi and j, and whereDb i j is the difference be-
tween their inverse temperatures. The exchange betwee
structures in different replicas facilitates relaxation of stru
tures that might otherwise be trapped in local energy minim
This feature is absent from standard annealing simulatio
and parallel tempering is therefore believed to be a m
effective technique for locating the global free energy mi
mum of the protein.

In the annealing and parallel-tempering methods
scribed above, a traditional Monte Carlo simulation is co
ducted in each replica or simulation box. At any given te
perature, configurations are therefore generated with
probability P(E) proportional to the Boltzmann weight, i.e

P~E!}g~E! exp~2E/kBT! , ~3!

whereg(E) denotes the density of states corresponding
energy levelE. Recently, Wang and Landau11 have proposed
a novel simulation technique which, when applied to t
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7227J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 116, No. 16, 22 April 2002 Monte Carlo simulation of proteins
Ising model, permits accurate estimation of the density
states of that model. This method has elements of mult
nonical sampling in that the weight factor is the reciprocal
the density of states. Multicanonical techniques have b
used before to study protein folding.7,10 Our work differs
from previous studies in that the Wang and Landau’s te
nique is employed to construct a random walk in ene
space. In order to avoid confusion with earlier multicano
cal implementations, we refer to the method employed h
as the random walk algorithm~RWA!. The goal of this
method is to generate a random walk in energy space
probability proportional to the reciprocal density of state
i.e.,

p~E!}
1

g~E!
. ~4!

If g(E) was known with sufficient accuracy, a RW
simulation would lead to flat energy histograms. The den
of states however, is not knowna priori. In RWA, it is gen-
erated ‘‘on the fly’’ as the simulation proceeds. At the beg
ning of the simulation,g(E) is assumed to be unity for a
energy levelsE. Trial Monte Carlo moves are accepted wi
probability,

Pacc~E1→E2!5minF1,
g~E1!

g~E2!G , ~5!

where E1and E2 are the energy of the system before a
after a trial move. After each trial move, the correspond
density of states is updated by multiplying the current, ex
ing value by a convergence factorf which is greater than
unity (f .1), i.e.,

g~E!→g~E!3 f . ~6!

If the move is rejected, the instantaneous energy of
system remains unchanged atE1, and thereforeg(E1) is
modified by the convergence factor. If the move is accep
g(E2) is modified. We have used an initial convergence f
tor of e1.2.718 28 in all our simulations.

Every time thatg(E) is modified, a histogram of ener
giesH(E) is also updated. Theg(E) refinement process out
lined above is continued untilH(E) becomes sufficiently
flat. In this work, we consider a histogram to be flat ifH(E)
for all possibleE is not less than 80% of the average ener
histogram,̂ H(E)&. Once this condition is satisfied, the co
vergence factor is reduced by an arbitrary amount. Here
follow Wang and Landau’s recommendation, and we
f new5Af old. The energy histograms are then reset to z
(H(E)50), and a new simulation cycle is started, contin
ing until the new histogramH(E) is flat again. The proces
is repeated untilf is smaller than some specified value, e.
f final5exp(1028) in our case.

Throughout the course of the simulation, the conditi
of detailed balance is not satisfied. Only towards the end
calculation, whenf→1, is detailed balance approache
Thermodynamic averages are therefore calculated using
information generated during the last iteration step of
process described above.

The main product of a simulation is the density of sta
over a specified energy range, which is determined to wit
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a multiplicative constant. In Wang and Landau’s original fo
mulation, the energy range of interest is decomposed in
set of smaller energy windows, in which independent RW
simulations are conducted;g(E) data corresponding to dif
ferent overlapping energy windows can subsequently
combined to yield the density of states over a wider ene
range. Thermodynamic quantities such as the free en
F(T), internal energyU(T), entropyS(T) and specific heat
capacityC(T) are then determined according to

F~T!52kBT lnS ( g~E!e2bED , ~7!

U~T!5^E&T5
( Eg~E!e2bE

( g~E!e2bE

, ~8!

S~T!5
U~T!2F~T!

T
, ~9!

C~T!5
^E2&T2^E&T

2

kBT2
, ~10!

For the specific case of the Ising model, Wang and Lan
have suggested dividing the energy range of interest
small overlapping windows to facilitate convergence. F
proteins, however, it is advisable to use sufficiently lar
energy windows, so that drastic moves needed to restruc
the protein conformation can be implemented, and their li
lihood of being rejecting is not too high. In fact, our expe
ence indicates that window sizes below some critical s
may lead to erroneous results in the form of incorrect tr
sition temperatures. If a window is too narrow, the syst
can be trapped in a low probability configuration, and
deprived of a mechanism to escape that minima, with
violating the bounds imposed by the window size. This a
emphasizes the need for drastic Monte Carlo moves that
hance sampling and increase the efficiency of walks in
energy space.

All of the simulations described above~annealing,
parallel-tempering, and RWA! have been conducted usin
two kinds of trial moves. In the first of these, a random
chosen interaction site is displaced by a random amoun
up to 51/2 lattice units, taking into consideration the fact th
bond length and excluded volume constraints must not
violated. These moves are accepted with probability giv
by17

Pacc5min@1,exp~2bDE!#. ~11!

As discussed above, local moves are insufficient to g
erate drastic configurational rearrangements of a prote
structure. A second type of nonlocal trial move, namely
pivot move, is therefore introduced.18 In a pivot move, an
interaction site is randomly assigned to act as a pivot po
for either the amino or the carboxyl end segment of the p
tein ~with equal probability!; these segments are then rotat
clockwise or anticlockwise by 90° about this pivot site a
about a randomly chosen axis. The direction cosine met
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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is used to generate the postmove coordinates, and the m
is accepted with probability given by Eq.~11!.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

All of the methods employed in this work were succe
ful at folding short SeqA, SeqB, and SeqC sequences into
correct structure. Figures 2 and 3 show the initial and fold
structures obtained from our simulations for one such
quence of both the secondary structure class: 42-res
SeqA~a-helix! and 42 residue SeqB~b-sheet!, respectively.

In Fig. 4, the average conformational energy obtain
from annealing and tempering simulations is compared
that obtained from RWA simulations. The annealing and te
pering simulations provide thermodynamic information on
at discrete temperatures. Histogram reweighting techniq
can subsequently be used to extract more information f
individual simulation runs. In contrast, the RWA method pr
vides a direct and precise estimate of the energy distribu
and other thermodynamic quantities over the entire temp
ture range of interest from a single calculation. The result
all methods are consistent with each other. Note, howe
that RWA simulations require a fraction of the computation
effort of annealing or parallel-tempering simulations.

Figure 5 shows specific-heat curves for SeqA and Se
peptides of two different lengths. The two sequences exh
a different folding behavior. For both chain lengths, t
b-sheets~SeqB! exhibit a lower transition temperature an
specific heat than thea-helices~SeqA!. This is different from
the findings of Skolnicket al.12 who reported thatb-sheets
have a higher transition temperature and much larger spe

FIG. 2. Folding of SeqA from~a! initial unfolded random coil on a lattice to
~b! the final folded helical conformation on lattice.~c! Shows the complete
regenerated protein using MMTSB~Ref. 19!. ~Drawn with Rasmol and
WebLab Viewer Lite.!

FIG. 3. Folding of SeqB from~a! initial unfolded random coil on a lattice to
~b! the final folded beta sheet conformation on lattice.~c! Shows the com-
plete regenerated protein using MMTSB~Ref. 19!. ~Drawn with Rasmol and
WebLab Viewer Lite.!
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heats thana-helices. Note, however, that in our force fie
we have chosen not to incorporate contributions such as
multibody potential14 and the centrosymmetric potential;12

also the prefactors are different; this could be the cause
the discrepancies between our results and theirs.

The absence of an explicit solvent treatment may a
result in incorrect folding behavior. Polypeptides having t
same amino acid sequence have been shown to form
a-helix andb-sheet structures, depending on the electrost
environment.6 We too find that, in some of our RWA simu
lations of SeqB, though theb-sheet structure dominates th
folded conformation regimes, some of the folded configu
tions ~energy minima! do exhibit a helical structure. This
finding suggests that minor perturbations of the force fi
~or environment! could balance the distribution of structure
in favor of helices. A more accurate characterization of th
transitions would merit a higher resolution model. Here
merely point out that the RWA method is able to revea
level of conformational detail that is not afforded by oth
simulation techniques.

Figure 6 shows the effect of chain length on the thr
designer sequences. The peak in the specific heat as a
tion of temperature is identified with the folding transitio
All of our results for transition temperatures are summariz
in Table I. The trend for SeqA and SeqB at different leng
are in agreement with the literature.12 As the peptide chain
length is increased, the transition temperature also increa

FIG. 4. Average potential energŷE& of ~a! SeqA and~b! SeqB obtained
through different algorithms as a function of dimensionless temperatureT* .
Chain length is 42 and̂E& is in kBT units.
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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This increase appears to be more pronounced forb-type
polypeptides@Fig. 6~b!#.

The RWA method provides a sufficiently high resolutio
in the helix-forming SeqA peptide@Fig. 6~a!# to identify a
small but noticeable shift in the peaks with increasing ch
length. This was reported to be beyond the resolution
regular canonical simulations.12 For the case of SeqC, poly
alanine, Hansmann and Okamoto7 used an all-atom represen
tation and a multicanonical Monte Carlo technique to inv
tigate the folding transition. The results of our RW
simulations using a simpler, lattice model are in good qu
tative agreement with their reported trends. As is evid
from Fig. 6~c!, the peak height and the transition temperat
increase with the number of residues. This is in accorda
to what is expected for a thermodynamic phase transit
Based on the results SeqA and SeqC simulations, we can
conclude that the magnitude of the shifts in the peaks an
the peak heights with chain length depends on the am
acid sequence, even for the same secondary structure.
peaks are expected to be more pronounced for a pep
comprising good helix formers~e.g., SeqA!, than for a se-
quence having a lesser propensity towards a helical struc

The sequences discussed above have been used i
literature to establish the validity of force fields and the
ficiency of simulation techniques. We now extend our ana
sis of protein folding to several real helical proteins f
which the folded structure is available. Figure 7 shows

FIG. 5. Effect of amino acid sequence on the specific heat plots for S
and SeqB for two different chain lengths. Specific heatCv as a function of
dimensionless temperatureT* for ~a! n528 and~b! n542.
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sults for one such protein, namely C-peptide. This pepti
also studied by Okamoto,6 comprises the residues 1–13
ribonuclease A. The density of statesg(E) over a wide en-
ergy range as obtained from a single production run o

A

FIG. 6. Effect of chain length on the specific heat plots for~a! SeqA and~b!
SeqB and~c! SeqC. Specific heat per residueCv /n is shown as a function of
dimensionless temperatureT* . The peaks get more pronounced and shift
right with increasing chain length.

TABLE I. Transition temperatures for various proteins as determined by
random walk algorithm~RWA!.

Sequence Chain length Transition temperature

SeqA 28 1.294
SeqA 42 1.319
SeqA 56 1.327
SeqB 28 0.973
SeqB 42 1.082
SeqC 10 1.150
SeqC 15 1.268
SeqC 20 1.324
C-Peptide 13 0.850
1A11 25 0.824
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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RWA Monte Carlo simulation is shown in Fig. 7~a!. The
secondary structure obtained at low temperatures is con
tent with the experimental structure. The density of states
be used to compute the energy distribution at any temp
ture of interest. Figure 7~b! presents such a normalized di
tribution precisely at the transition temperature. Figures 7~c!
and 7~d! show the average potential energy and specific h
as a function of temperature.

A similar analysis for other helical proteins~e.g., 1A11,
Protein Data Bank accession number! yields results of com-
parable accuracy. The results are summarized in Table 1

IV. CONCLUSION

A Monte Carlo technique based on sampling accord
to the density of states has been implemented to study
folding transition of several proteins. For model polypepti
sequences, the results of this method are consistent
those of other simulation techniques. In the case of reali
protein sequences, the method is able to generate fo

FIG. 7. Folding behavior of C-peptide:~a! The normalized density of state
vs energy calculated using the RWA method;~b! the normalized energy
distribution at the transition temperature;~c! the average energŷE& as a
function of temperature; and~d! the specific heatCv /n as a function of
temperature.
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structures in agreement with experimental data. In addit
to providing the folded structure of a protein, this meth
offers the added advantage of providing high-accuracy th
modynamic information over a wide range of intere
thereby offering the possibility of studying folding trans
tions with an unprecedented level of detail.

For the particular case of a lattice model and a kno
edge based force field, the RWA method has been use
examine the effect of amino acid sequence and peptide c
length on the folding behavior of helix–coil andb-sheet–
coil transitions. Within the limitations of the lattice mode
we are able to consider a broad and diverse range of fold
behavior. A more detailed study of these transitions us
more refined force fields is now under way.
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